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Wellesbourne Wheelers  
 

Members’ Annual Maintenance Contracts from Cycle Route Warks 
 

ONE machine TWO machines* 
SILVER service & 3 adjustments each year 

For bikes in regular use 
SILVER service & 4 adjustments per bike 

For bikes in regular use 
Full bike clean  
Seatpost removed, greased and re-fitted  
Wheels trued and hubs serviced (bearings 
replaced if required)  
Tyres checked and inflated to the correct pressure  
Brakes checked and adjusted  
Gear cables oiled and gears correctly indexed and 
adjusted.  
Bottom bracket removed, frame re-greased crank 
cleaned and re-installed  
Headset removed cleaned and re-greased  
Lubrication as required  
 

Full bike clean  
Seatpost removed, greased and re-fitted  
Wheels trued and hubs serviced (bearings 
replaced if required)  
Tyres checked and inflated to the correct pressure  
Brakes checked and adjusted  
Gear cables oiled and gears correctly indexed and 
adjusted.  
Bottom bracket removed, frame re-greased crank 
cleaned and re-installed  
Headset removed cleaned and re-greased  
Lubrication as required  
 

£ 45 per annum & 16% discount on parts £ 79 per annum & 16% discount on parts 
  

GOLD service & 5 adjustments each year 
The ultimate service 

GOLD service & 6 adjustments per bike 
The ultimate service 

Full bike clean  
Seatpost removed, cleaned re-greased and re-
fitted  
Bike stripped down to the frame. Frame thoroughly 
cleaned and inspected for damage or wear  
The full drive system is stripped including pedals, 
chainset, bottom bracket, chain, cassette and both 
derailleurs - cleaned and refitted  
Wheels trued and hubs services and re-greased  
Tyres checked and inflated to the correct pressure  
Brakes checked and adjusted 
Gear cables stripped and outer cables trimmed 
and lubed as required then gears properly adjusted 
and indexed  
Headset stripped out, cleaned and re-greased then 
re-assembled  
Lubrication as required 
 

Full bike clean  
Seatpost removed, cleaned re-greased and re-
fitted  
Bike stripped down to the frame. Frame thoroughly 
cleaned and inspected for damage or wear  
The full drive system is stripped including pedals, 
chainset, bottom bracket, chain, cassette and both 
derailleurs - cleaned and refitted  
Wheels trued and hubs services and re-greased  
Tyres checked and inflated to the correct pressure  
Brakes checked and adjusted 
Gear cables stripped and outer cables trimmed 
and lubed as required then gears properly 
adjusted and indexed  
Headset stripped out, cleaned and re-greased then 
re-assembled  
Lubrication as required 
 

£ 79 per annum & 17% discount on parts £ 149 per annum & 17% discount on parts 
  

Terms & Conditions:  1  Each cycle registered for an annual maintenance contract will be allocated a record sheet with make & model, frame 
number and details for each service,  adjustment or other work carried out in the agreement period, parts fitted and any additional cost(s) 
invoiced.  2   Each cycle will be assessed prior to the applicable service or adjustment request  and the cost of any parts required or additional 
work will be advised to the owner for acceptance before work commences, with payment on collection.    3   All discounts offered will be applied 
to the shop RRP.  4   Contracts under this offer are available ONLY to current Wellesbourne Wheelers members and run for 12 months from the 
contract date & payment.                                                                                                                                               * additional machines at pro rata 

 
11 Bridge Street,  Wellesbourne,  Warwick CV35 9QP        Tel:  01789 840056 

Opening hours: Tuesday - Saturday 0900-1730 (Tuesday & Thursday until 1930) 
 


